Whitnash Primary School
Learning, growing and succeeding together

Year 6 Homework Menu Option B – Autumn Term 1 – The United Kingdom.
1 point
History/English
Create a fact file on someone
famous from the UK.
A footballer, a singer, a politician
etc.
Art/Computing
Find out facts about the UK.
Create a PowerPoint presentation
or poster

Computing
Make a front cover for your
UK section of your topic book.
On the computer, you may want to
use publisher or word.

2 points
History
Create an illustrated timeline to
show the history of the UK or the
history of someone famous from
the UK.

5 points
Computing/English
Research a famous landmark and
create a project on it to share with
the class.

10 points
Maths
Create a UK themed board game
and questions to play in class. It
must involve math’s calculations
involving space to answer in the
questions.

DT/Art

History/ English

English

Research a famous artist from the
UK.
Produce a piece of art in the same
style.

Find out about St George, St
David, St Patrick or St Andrew.

Create a short presentation for
the class on an aspect of the UK
that interests you.

Art/ English
Paint a picture of a famous
monument in the UK
(eg. The London Eye, Big Ben…etc).

Art
Make a 3D model of a monument in
the UK.

History/English
Prepare a lesson to teach the class
about an aspect of the UK you
enjoy (Be ready to teach it!)

Science/ English
Find out about the UK and the
different countries.
Decide on an interesting way of
presenting your findings.

Design and Technology
Bake your own UK themed cake,
cookies or biscuits. They could be
themed like our flag!
Write the recipe in your homework
book.
Feel free to share with your class!

Tell me all about them – choose
how to present your work!

Explain why it is so famous.
Art
Design a flag to represent you.
Write about it and explain how it
represents you.

Geography
On a map of the UK, label the 4
countries.
Then label the capital cities.
Then label the seas!

